SUBPART 5627.3 - PATENT RIGHTS UNDER GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

5627.305 Administration of Patent Rights.

(Revised June 2021)

5627.305-3 Securing invention rights acquired by the Government.

(a) Upon receipt of a DD form 882, Report of Inventions and Subcontracts, as prescribed in DFARS 227.304-1, or a letter prepared in accordance with relevant patent rights clause(s), contracting officers shall immediately forward the submission to the RAO to confirm that the contractor has reported all subject inventions. Forward the DD882 or other submission, along with the RAO input, to legal counsel for review and appropriate action. See DCG templates for process flowchart and guidance.

(b) No legal review of the DD882 is required for phase I SBIR contracts if:

(i) the KO obtains written assertion from the RAO stating that they have reviewed all interim and final report/data, deliverables, and,

(ii) the RAO concur with the contractor’s affirmations on the DD882 that no patents are applicable.

SUBPART 5627.70 - INFRINGEMENT CLAIMS, LICENSES, AND ASSIGNMENTS
5627.7004 Requirements for Filing an Administrative Claim for Patent Infringements.

(Revised July 2010) (Revised September 2013-reorganization)

(a) All contracting offices shall acknowledge receipt of patent right allegations and then forward a copy of the documents to SOF AT&L-KM/KX/KB as appropriate, and legal counsel.
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